
Invitation
RegMed XB Annual Meeting 7 July 2022 

Dear NVP and BVA member,

On the journey “from care to cure”, regenerative medicine continues to cross borders. We are shooting for the moon, with boundless ambitions. We
would very much like to share our ambition with you and show you the endless opportunities of the promising field of regenerative medicine.

We are RegMed XB, a successful public-private collaboration in the Netherlands and Flanders with a focus on innovative regenerative medicine
solutions. Specifically, we aim to bring these solutions to patients with chronic conditions in an economically sustainable manner. Our growing brand
operates in a market with large economic potential and the solutions we help develop will have a huge impact on the life of patients, economy and
society. We would like to invite you aboard our initiative and hereby invite you to attend our annual meeting, where we will present opportunities for
collaboration as well as showcase our developments. This year we also celebrate the launch of the RegMed XB Pilot factory, a unique infrastructure for
regenerative medicine which is supported by the Nationaal Groeifonds. A major concrete example of the steps we take to realize our ambition ‘from
care to cure’ . The RegMed XB Pilot factory creates many financial opportunities on the short term.

The meeting will be held on 7 July 2022 in the Philips Stadion Eindhoven. We would like to introduce you to the possibilities for impact investing with a
high social importance and an attractive financial investment. More than just a meeting, the event is meant to inspire, interact and connect with the
community of Regenerative Medicine Crossing Borders. Join the investors perspective session, the discussion on valorisation within the field of
regenerative medicine and listen to inspiring presentations how we can realize our motto ‘from care to cure’.
Register HERE for your participation at the Annual Meeting and stay updated on the program as it unfolds. We are looking forward to meeting you in
July!

Kind regards, 

Bernard Mulder
General Director

https://www.eventure-online.com/eventure/participant/invitee.form?3fbe2176-92a0-4914-a5d8-8f64d32d16fa

